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N1401 - WG15 Convenor's report to the SC22 Plenary, 1993-09-20/24

N1402 - WG15 NWI proposal on POSIX Test Methods

N1403 - WG15 NWI proposal on Conformance Testing Reference Model for OSE


N1406 - Summary of Voting and comments received on CD13211-1: Programming language Prolog, Part 1, General Core

N1407 - USA and Japan contributions to JTC1 on: Application Program Interface (API) Specifications (JTC1 N2319 & N2416)

N1408 - SC18 Contribution on: Character, Graphic Symbol and Glyph Terminology

N1409 - UK Member Body contribution on: Management of the Proliferation of Programming Languages

N1410 - New Zealand Member Body contribution on: Information Technology Internationalization

N1411 - New Zealand Member Body Report of Activities to the Sixth Plenary of SC22, 1993-09-20/24

N1412 - Report of Activities from SC22/WG8 - Basic to the Sixth Plenary of SC22, 1993-09-20/24

N1413 - Report of Activities from SC22/WG20 - Internationalization to the Sixth Plenary of SC22, 1993-09-20/24

N1414 - Report of Activities from SC22/WG17 - Prolog to the Sixth Plenary of SC22, 1993-09-20/24

N1415 - Working Draft on: Framework, Requirements and Models for Internationalization

N1416 - Meeting Notice and Preliminary Agenda for the 19th meeting of WG2 - Pascal to be held in Vancouver BC, Canada, 1994-04-18/22
N1417 - Working Draft on: Test Methods for Measuring Conformance to POSIX - Part 2: Shell and Utilities

N1418 - Disposition of Comments Report for Second-CD 10967-1: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Language independent arithmetic

N1419 - SC22/WG5 Contribution on: Guidelines for Bindings to Fortran 90

N1420 - Revised version of Addendum 1 to ISO/IEC 1539:1991 on: Varying Length Character Strings in Fortran

N1421 - Draft Technical Corrigendum 1 to ISO/IEC 1539:1991 - Programming language Fortran

N1422 - Revised Version of the SC22 Programme of Work

N1423 - Notification of Transfer of the JTC1/SC22 Secretariat

N1424 - Revised Parts 1, 2 and 3 of the Secretariat’s Report

N1425 - Revised Agenda for the Sixth Plenary meeting of SC22, Paris France, 1993-09-20/24

N1426 - Minutes of the second meeting of WG19 - VDM held in Odense Denmark, 1993-04-27

N1427 - WG5 Convenor’s Report to the Sixth Plenary of SC22

N1428 - UK Member Body Report of Activities to the Sixth Plenary of SC22, 1993-09-20/24

N1429 - JTC1/SC22 Standards for Periodic Review in 1995

N1430 - WG3 Convenor’s Report to the Sixth Plenary of SC22

N1431 - Summary of Voting on a proposal that the ANSI/IEEE Std 1003.5-1992, Ada binding to ISO/IEC 9945-1:1990 be submitted to JTC1 for fast-track processing

N1432 - Disposition of Comments Report for comments received on ISO/IEC DIS 9945-2 - Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - POSIX Shell and Utilities

N1433 - CD13751: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Programming language Extended APL

N1434 - Draft Proposed American National Standard for Programming language Forth and Consultative letter ballot

N1435 - Summary of Voting for ISO/IEC 1989 DAM2: COBOL, Correction and Clarification amendment for COBOL
N1436 - WG18 Convenor’s Report to the Sixth Plenary of SC22

N1437 - Reaffirmation of JTC1/SC24 liaison representatives to SC22 WG6

N1438 - Nomination of JTC1/SC26 liaison representative to SC22/WG11

N1439 - Minutes of meeting of WG14 - C held in London UK, 1993-07-19/21

N1440 - Preliminary agenda for the next meeting of WG14 - C to be held in Hawaii, 1993-12-01/03

N1441 - WG14 Convenor’s Report to the Sixth Plenary of SC22

N1442 - WG14’s Disposition of comments report for the WD on: Normative Addendum to ISO/IEC 9899:1990 Programming language C

N1443 - Proposed Draft Amendment 1 to ISO/IEC 9899:1990 Programming language C on: Normative Integrity Addendum

N1444 - WG14’s Record of Responses to Defect Reports #001 through #059

N1445 - Proposed Technical Corrigendum 1 to ISO/IEC 9899:1990 Programming language C

N1446 - Report of the JTC1/SC22 Ad Hoc Group on Cross-Language Coordination

N1447 - Report of the Interim Convenor of WG21 - C++ to the Sixth Plenary of SC22

N1448 - Summary of voting on a proposal for a NWI for SC22 on Guidelines for the preparation of Language independent specifications

N1449 - USA National Activity report to the Sixth Plenary of SC22

N1450 - JTC1/SC22 Document register - documents N1401-N1450